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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently Gilbarg and Hormander [3] studied the regularity of solutions 
of the Dirichlet problem for a second order linear elliptic equation in cer- 
tain weighted Holder spaces, and a subsequent extension to the regular 
oblique derivative problem was provided by the present author [ 131. An 
important aspect of these works is the consideration of boundary data with 
less regularity than in classical Schauder theory, and an application to 
quasi-linear elliptic equations was made in [12]. 
An analog of the results of [3] for the first initial-boundary value 
problem for a second order linear parabolic equation has immediate 
importance in the quasilinear theory even for smooth initial-boundary data 
because of compatibility conditions between the initial values and boun- 
dary values. A discussion of the difficulties caused by these conditions can 
be found in [S], where a way around them is given. The theory presented 
here will show that these compability conditions need not be considered. 
The purpose of this paper is to provide a parabolic analog of the results 
in [3] and [ 131. We generally follow [3] closely, with some simplification 
of arguments; some proofs will be omitted but we include any details which 
differ significantly between the elliptic and parabolic cases. Many of our 
estimates have already appeared in somewhat different form in a series of 
papers by Kamynin [&lo]; however, his results are based on an explicit 
potential representation of solutions of the heat equation satisfying various 
boundary conditions on a curved boundary while ours are based on a 
direct study of these solutions with flat boundary. Our estimates are also 
* Portions of this paper were written while the author was on leave at Indiana University. 
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similar to those of Solonnikov and HaEatrjan [16], but our Holder spaces 
are weighted differently from theirs. 
Our plan is as follows. The norms and function spaces to be used are 
introduced in Section 2. A priori estimates for constant coefficient problems 
in simple domains are reduced in Section 3 to integral estimates, which are 
proved in Section 4. (These integral estimates, which are much easier in the 
elliptic case, form the primary difference between the elliptic and parabolic 
proofs.) In Section 5 we give conditions under which we can pass locally to 
variable coefficients. Global estimates follow readily in Section 6. 
We defer the existence, uniqueness, and regularity results (analogous 
those in [3, Sect. 61) to another paper [ 151 because of space con- 
siderations. For the same reason we also omit the parabolic analog of 
Gilbarg and Hiirmander’s results for elliptic equations in Lipschitz 
domains [3, Sect. 71. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For n > 1, we label points in R”+ ’ by 
x= (x, t) = (x’, xn, t) = (Xl)..., xn, t). 
We use 1 1 to denote the usual Euclidean length 
1x1=( .f (xy)“2 
i= I 
on R” and also the parabolic length 
(Xl = (lx12 + ltl)1’2 
on R”+‘. 
Let 52 be a bounded open set in KY’+ ‘. We denote by H,(Q) the space of 
all uniformly continuous functions on Q with norm 
I40 = SUP 14. 
R 
If O<a<l and O<b<2, we set 
[U],;Q = sup (u(X) - u(X)\ IX--X’I -u 
x&y 
(u),;,=sup {]u(x, t)-u(x, t+k)l k-“j2: (x, t), (x, t+k) in Q, k>0). 
If k < a < k + 1 for a non-negative integer k, then H,(Q) is defined to be the 
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set of all functions u in 0 for which all derivatives &Dju belong to Ho(Q) 
whenever /al + 2j 6 k and for which 
Jrl+2j=k-1 
is finite. For non-integral Q, our H, corresponds to the H”,“12 of [ll, p. 71. 
Writing 
and Q, = {XE 9: d(X) > 6}, we denote by HLb’(Q) the set of all functions u 
in Q which restrict to a function in H,(L?,) for every 6 > 0 and for which 
is finite. For later use, we also define 
(u)~~~=supG”+h(U),:,,. 
62-O 
When the domain s2 is clear from the context, we shall suppress it from the 
notation. As in [3] we always assume that a + b 2 0 and we note that 
Hi-“’ = H,. 
Although we can study the Hbb) spaces directly for suitable Q, say convex 
Q (as in [3]), it is more convenient to study them (locally) in a canonical 
domain and then to map this domain to the original 52. To this end, we let 
R and T be positive constants with R2 6 T, we set D = {x E W: 
1x1 < R, x” > 0}, and we consider here D = D x (0, T). It is also convenient 
to redefine d(X) = min(x”, t”*) for this domain, i.e., we ignore the curved 
part of the boundary, and to adjust the definitions of Q,, / I$‘), and ( )$” 
accordingly. 
With these assumptions, the log convexity of Holder norms (with con- 
stants independent of S) is readily checked in Q8. Thus if a, a,, u2, 
b, bl,bZ,c are constants with O,<a,<a<a,, b,<bdbZ, and (a, b)= 
~(a~, b,) + (I- uMa2, b2h then 
(2.la) 
(2.lb) 
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It is clear that 
A similar monotonicity with respect o a is true. 
LEMMA 2.1. Zf 0 < a’ 6 a, a’ + b > 0, and b is not a non-positive integer, 
then 
lull+)< C(R, a)lu\l’). (2.3) 
Proof. For a< 1, (2.3) is proved in the same way as [3, (2.5)]. We 
sketch the proof since we shall use part of it in the case a > 1. It suffices to 
show that 
Iup< c(R)lup’ if b>O (2.3)’ 
lul’b~<c(R)lu(‘b’ a if b < 0. (2.3)” 
If 6 <R/4, then for any XEQ~, there is YE Qzs such that IX- YI < 36. 
Therefore 
s”+blU(X) - u( Y)l/(3Sy B Iup’, (2.4) 
so 
Iu(X)-u(Y)1 63”6-blup’. 
By induction we obtain 
sup 1UI <sup lul + 3” 1 (2’6)-blul:b’ 
% %ka j=o 
provided 2k-‘6 < R/4. For a given 6 < R/4, we can choose k so that R/8 < 
2k~ CR, which implies (2.3)‘. 
To prove (2.3)“, we observe that, by (2.4), for each XE 52 and positive 
E < R/4, there is X, E 52, such that IX- X,( 6 3s and 
lu(X) - u(XJ 6 3&cblUI;?. 
So for X and Y in 52, we have 
lu(X) - u( Y)l < lu(X,) - u( Y,)l + 6~-~lul;? 
<~(E-‘-~IX~- Y,(‘+~&‘)lu(;~‘. 
If IX- YJ <R/4, we choose E= IX- YI and note that IX, - Y,l < 
IX- YI + 6s, while if IX- YI > R/4, we choose E = R/4 and note that 
lu(X,)l < (2~)-“-~124l;~‘< (R/2)-7X- YJ -“lul;“‘. 
Thus (2.3)” is valid. 
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Before moving on to the case a > 1, we observe that for X= (x, t) and 
Y= (x, t’) with t< t’ (that is, x = y), Y, can be chosen as (xE, t, + t’ - t). 
(Here we take advantage of the special form of Sz.) Thus for 0 <~‘<a<2 
and b-c0 not an integer, the proof of (2.3)” shows that 
(u)y< C(R)(u)y. 
For 1 <a < 2, it suffices to show that 
(2.5) 
Iup< c(R)lup’ if b > 0, (2.6) 
lup<C(R)lzp if O>b> -1, (2.6)’ 
lul’hb<C(R)I~l(~’ if -l>b> -2. u (2.6)” 
If 6 < R/4 then for any XE L?&, we have YE Qz6 as before. If X= (x, t) and 
Y = (y, s), we set 2 = (y, t). Then, using (2.5) 
IG-I- u(Y)1 G Mm - 4-a + 14-v + 4 VI 
<IX-Z1 IDxUIO;Rn+6~~-blY-Z(a(U)jp’. 
Since [Y-Z/ + IX-Z( 646 and lD,u1#‘+“6 C(R)JD,U~~~-+~“~ C(R)IUI~~’ 
by (2.3)‘, it follows that 
l&Y) - u( Y)( < C(R) 6-bl~($‘; 
(2.6) follows from this inequality. 
We prove (2.6)’ by first observing that 
IuI’p’= JuJf+“+ ID,#IJp+“+ (u>‘p’, 
so that (2.3)‘, (2.5) and (2.6) imply that 
Noting also that, by (2.6) and (2.2), 
yields (2.6)‘. 
l~l~~_f,,“< C(R)IUI;~+ “d C(R)IUI:~ 
Finally (2.6)” follows from (2.6)’ and (2.3)” in the same way that (2.6)’ 
follows from (2.6) and (2.3)‘. 
For a > 2, we note that ~u[J,~) is equivalent to 
and similarly for Iu/~~‘. A simple induction argument now establishes 
(2.3). I 
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Another important property of the 1 I$‘) norms is a multiplicative one, 
which is proved just like [3, Lemma 2.21. 
LEMMA 2.2. If c1 and c2 are constants lying in [0, a + b] then 
(uvlbb)< C(R, a)(Ju(~bpC1)(ul~lJ+ Iu1~)101Ip-‘~)). 1 (2.7) 
Taking v to be a C” function with compact support in KY’+‘, we see from 
Lemma 2.2 that Hbb) is determined by local properties. 
We now consider regularization and extensions of functions from the 
boundary of Sz. We set 
r~ = {XE R” x (0, T): 1x1 <R, xn =O}, 
~={X~IW”x{0}:~x~<R,x”>0}, 
w=cru~u{X~Wx{O}:~x~<R,x”=0}. 
The natural identifications of {x E R”: x” = 0} and R” x (0) with R” ~ ’ and 
R”, respectively, are used to define Hb(a) for b > 0. Clearly any u E Hb(@) 
is continuous on w along with all its derivatives of the form D;u with 
1~1 <b and CI, = 0. Also for 0 < z < 1, we write u E F(r) if u(X) = 0 whenever 
1x1 > TR and u(X) is defined. 
Our next lemma is proved like [3, Lemma 2.51 with all complications 
arising from the parabolic nature of the situation being handled as in 
[ 14, Sect. 31. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let a > b > 0 and let 0 < z < z’ < 1. If u E Hb(co) n F(z), then 
there is a function UE Hbdb)(S2) n F(z’) such that U = u on w and 
1 VI:-“’ 6 C(R, a, z, ~‘)Iulb;w. (2.8) 
More generally if uiE Hbpi(a) n F(z), vk E Hb-&I) n F(z) with 
pi0 D;kuj(x’, t) = lick D{uk(x’, x”) for all x’ E [w”- ’ with (x’( < R 
(2.9) 
for 0 < j < b and 0 < k < b/2, then there is U E Hb-b)(Q) n F(z’) such that 
D’,~=ujona,D~~=VkOn~ for O<j<b,O<k<b/2 (2.10) 
IU(b-b)<C(R,a,z, ?) 1 lujlb-j+ 1 lvklb-2k). B t2*11) 
jcb k <b/2 
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We note that (2.9) is clearly necessary for such a U to exist. 
Although the properties of Hib)(sZ) in the preceding lemmata can be 
proved in a similar fashion for more general domains, as we have already 
mentioned, certain difficulties quickly arise. For example, the standard 
proof of (2.1) uses the fact that Q6 satisfies a uniform (with respect to 6) 
cone condition and we shall consider domains for which such a condition 
obviously fails. Thus we consider an alternative definition of Hhb) in terms 
of local coordinates that flatten (part of) the boundary. We begin this con- 
sideration by defining the parabolic boundary 5X? of Q as the set of all 
points XE 8B such that there is a curve lying in 52 u {X} with initial point 
X, along which t is non-decreasing. We also define 
D&J&))= {(x, t)ER”+‘: 1x1 <E, t()<t<t,+&*). 
We then say XJ E A, (although 952 E A, might be a more accurate descrip- 
tion) if there are a positive constant E and a finite subset { of 99 such that 
for any XE~Q, there is X0 E 5 with IX- X,1 <E such that either Yes2 
whenever Y-X, lies in D,,(O) or there is an orthonormal coordinate 
system ( y ’ ,..., y”) = (y’, y”) with origin at x0 and a function fo 
H,(D,,,- ,(to)) such that 
Q n Dw(to) = ((YY t) ED,,r7(41): Y” >f(Y’, a. 
Note that E can be decreased without increasing the bound on the H, 
norms of thefs. If also aQ\S%2 is the closure of a relatively open subset of 
the hyperplane (t = T} with t < T in Q, then we say %2 E H, . 
If aQ E H, and the fs are H, functions for some y > 1, we say that 
aQcEHy or XJESy. If aQEH1, if D,feH,, and if 
IfLY? t1) -“KY, f2)l = o(lt, - t2l l’*) as tl+t2 
uniformly in D,,_ i, we say that 8Q E GZ$. We mention that our J$ 
domains, y 2 1, are direct parabolic analogs of the H, domains of [3]. 
However, our definition of H, domains will prove useful. 
We now introduce some subsets of .EQ which will play a role in discuss- 
ing initial-boundary value problems. For aQ E H, , we denote by BSZ the set 
of all XE 952 for which YE 52 whenever Y - XE D,,(O) for some E > 0; the 
interior of 9%2\Bs2 (relative to 98) is denoted by SQ, and C’s2 = 
9Y2\(BQ u Ss2). When Q has the form D x (0, T) where D is a Lipschitz 
domain in R”, it is easily checked that BQ = D x {0}, Ss2 = aD x (0, T), 
CQ = aD x {0}, so BQ is the bottom, SQ is the side, and CD is the corner 
of a. To illustrate these sets for non-cylindrical domains, we consider, for 
n = 1, the domain 
Q= {(x, t):O<t<2,O<x<f(t)} 
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for various functions f: If 
f(t)=2-(t- l)l’2 t< 1, 
= 2 + (1 - ty t> 1, 
then 
BSZ= {(x, t):O<x< 1, t=O}, 
%2={(x,t):x=Oorx=f(t),andO<t<2}, 
and 
On the other hand if f is redefined on {t > 1 } to be 3 + (1 - t)‘/*, then 
B~={(x,t):O<x<1,t=O}u{(x,t):2<x<3,t=l} 
S~={(x,t):x=0,O<t<2}u{(x,t):x=f(t),O<t<2,t#1) 
cs2=(o,o)u(1,o)u(2,l)u(3,1). 
Now let ~QE H, for some y 2 1. For E and X,,E SQu CQ as in the 
definition of 8Q E H,, we set 
t-2(&, x()) = {x E Q: x - x(J E DE,*,“(O)}. 
We define 
Q(t)= {XEW (x, t)d2}, d,JX) = dist(x, R”\Q(t)), 
d,(X)=min{(t- tl)““: t> t,, (x, tl)a%2}, 4(X) = min{4(X), 4(X)}, 
and note that d(X) and d,(X) are equivalent in Q, i.e., the ratios 
d(X)/&(X) and &(X)/d(X) are positive and uniformly bounded there. We 
also recall from [ 14, Sect. 31 that (after decreasing E as needed) there is a 
function PE Hi-y)(SZ(c, X,)) for any b>y such that p(X) and d,(X) are 
equivalent in Q(E, X0) and D,p > 1 in SZ(e, X0). Setting 
a= (XER”+‘: ~x~<l,O<t<l,x”>O}. 
it follows that there is an invertible function 4: d + 0 such that 
@+1(X, t)= t, 4(O) = x0, d(o) = SQ r-7 awE, X0), 
q5 E H;-Y’(fi), 4-1 E Hi-H’. 
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We now show that the HIP) spaces are invariant under such a change of 
variables. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let a>O, b-+-y>0 and y>l or y=l and b#O, -1. rf 
u = 0 outside of a small neighbourhood of X,, E SQ n CQ, then there is a con- 
stant C= C(a, Q) such that 
c-l Jup< IU”(q< c I#p. (2.12) 
Proof: The proof is similar to that of [3, Lemma 2.61 except that the 
simplifying formula [ 3, (2.18)] is no longer available. For these reasons we 
describe the method briefly and given an illustration of its use. The 
inequality is clear for a < 1, so we assume that a > 1, and we note that there 
is a constant K= K(G) such that 4(fiJ) c Q;26,K and &‘(a,) c fii6,K for all 
6 > 0. We use an induction argument on a. Writing a = k + CI with 0 < a 6 1 
and k a positive integer, we have 
The first term on the right-hand side is estimated by the induction 
hypothesis while the terms in the sums are estimated by first applying the 
chain and products rules to evaluate Dt D:(u 0 4) as a sum of products of a 
derivative of u (in a) and a product of derivatives of 4 and then using the 
inequalities 
(uu> l+or<l4O(U)l+a+ (~),+al40, 
cuvl,x 6 l~lol~la +I4,l40~ 
141.~:n,<C(a’)6Y-o’ if a 2 a’> y, 
lil.ga d C(a’) if a’< y 
to estimate the products. Multiplying the resulting inequality by cP+‘~ and 
recalling that k 2 1 gives an estimate on Iuo #lb”) in terms of a sum of with 
each summand having one of the following forms: 
IU’Jqq~$p 3 ' IDx4:~:‘L ID,uI;Q,, (DtDju)$? ,Q 
with a’<~-- 1, ~“<a-- 2, a”‘<2, and I/?1 + 2j+a”‘<a. Under the 
induciton hypothesis a monotonicity of norms in 52 is valid for the sum- 
mands indicated, so (using the explicit forms of a’, b’, etc.) we can obtain 
the first inequality in (2.12). The second inequality is obtained similarly. 
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For example, if a = 2 + a and Y d I+ tl, then 
Therefore 
lwA$b~?b!a~ lu”41 $b+*)+ (D,ullp+2’+c(lDxuI~b+y)+ (D,u(Lp+y’ 
+ ID;ultp+y-‘)+ JD~uI;b+y-l)+ (D,u)‘,b++ml)). 
Since b + y >/ 0, there is y’ E [ 1, y] for which b + y’ is not a non-positive 
integer. (In fact, y’ = y if b + y > 0, and in our special case y’ = 1.) Thus 
pxu(~b+y)< C)D,ul ~b+y’)~c(D.~u~‘,b,+,y”~c(D,u~(p,+,l)~c~u~~b~p!. 
and similarly for 1 D, u ) Lb + a), etc. Hence the first inequality of (2.9) is 
proved. The second inequality is proved similarly. 1 
From this lemma we see that Hhb) is invariant under composition with 4 
and that (2.2) and (2.3) hold for HLb)(Q). Since Lemma 2.2 implies that 
Hhb) is determined by local properties, the study of HIP)(Q) when XJ E H,, 
b + y > 0, and b # 0, - 1 is reduced to the study of Hbb)(a). 
Our next lemma is an analog of [3, Lemma 2.71 and is proved in the 
same way. 
LEMMA 2.5. rf a+ b’>O, a 20, b’< b, b’+ y 20, 6, b’#O, - 1, and 
LX2 E H,, then the closure of Hbb’) in Hib) is 
Hi’-“= {ueHib): lim cY+~IuJ~.~~=O}. 1 (2.13) 
S-O 
In Section 6 it will be useful to know that p E Hip1 -O) for arbitrary b > 1 
when 852 E Xi ; this fact is proved in [ 14, Sect. 33. 
We close this section by noting that the local regularization distances of 
[14, Sect. 31 can be pieced together to give a (global) regularized distance. 
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LEMMA 2.6. If 852 E HY for some y > 1, then there is p E Hj,-y)(Q) Vor 
any b 2 y) for which p > 0 in Sz, p = 0 on SQ, 1 D,pj is bounded away from 
zero near SSZ, and p(X) and d,(X) are equivalent in 52. Therefore 
min(p(X), d,(X) > and d(X) are equivalent there. Moreover if al2 E $, then 
the vector D,p(x, t) can be taken to be the normal v(x, t) to &2(t) for all 
(x, t) E sm. 
3. ESTIMATES FOR CONSTANT COEFFICIENT OPERATORS 
Let F, Q, w, p, and (T be as in Lemma 2.3. This section is devoted to 
proving estimates on u E Hheb) n F(i) in terms of Lu - D,u, where L is a 
second order elliptic constant coeffkient operator, and various boundary 
data on w. The crucial step is the estimate for L the Laplacian and 
Dirichlet data on w. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let a, b be non-integers with 0 < b < a, a > 2. For 
u~H:~)nF(i), andf=Au-D,u, we have 
Proof: We begin by reducing the estimate to one with u = 0 on o. By 
Lemma 2.3 there is U E Hi-b) n F( 3/4) for which U = u on o and 1 U( L-b) < 
C(a, R)(u(,;,. So v=u--U~H~~~)nF(3/4), v=O on o, and 
Thus it suffices to prove (3.1) for v, so from now on, we assume u = 0 on o. 
We then reduce the proof of (3.1) to the interior Schauder estimate 
(3.2) 
(recall d(x) = min{x”, t”*}), which is valid for non-integers a and arbitrary 
b. When 2 < a < 3, (3.2) follows from the interior estimate of Friedman [2, 
Theorem 5 of Chapter 31 in the same way that [4, Lemma 6.201 follows 
from the interior Schauder estimate for elliptic equations [4, Theorem 6.2 J
except that balls must be replaced by cylinders. For a > 3, a similar proof 
applies (cf. [3, (3.2)]). As in [3, Theorem 3.11, we need to control the term 
suplu( d-b by means off; there are three cases. 
(1) Assume first that O< b< 1. Since 2- b>O, (2.3)’ implies that 
lfli2-“)= Fb C(a 7 R)lflL2:2b26’; (3.3a) 
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moreover the definition of the norm gives 
If(X)/ < F(x”)~-* if xn d t”*, If(X)1 < Ftchp2”* if x” > t”*. (3.3b) 
Let E(X, Y) = E(x, t, y, r) be the Green’s function for the set where xn > 0, 
t > 0, that is, 
E(X, Y) = (4n(t - T))-n’2 [exp( - (x - y1*/4(t - 7)) 
xexp(-lx-y*12/4(t-~))l, t > z, 
= 0, t < t, 
where y* is the reflection of p in the y”-plane. Then 
u(x)=~~~,,“>o W’, Y) f( Y) dy dr. 
Assuming the estimates 
f 
si E(X, Y)(f)‘-*dydr=ZI <C(n, b)d(X)*, 0 .Y”> 0
f 
Li 
z&Y, Y) t+ *“* dy dz = Z2 d C(n, 6) d(AJb, 
0 J”>O 
which we shall prove in the next section, we obtain 
Iu(X)I d(JTb< C(n, b) F< C(n, b, a, R)IfI;*:;b’, 
(3.4) 
(3Sa) 
(3Sb) 
(3.6) 
which makes (3.1) a consequence of (3.2). We mention here that the first 
inequality in (3.6) is related to a result of Cannon [ 11, and, similarly to 
that result, this inequality can be proved via the maximum principle. First 
we apply the maximum principle to 
+ u - (F/b)[2tb” + (x”)‘/( 1 - h)] in Q 
to estimate u on (x” = t”*}, and then we apply it to 
+z~-(F/b)(2+(Lb)-‘)d(X)~ 
in the two regions x” > t’l* and x” < t’j*; we omit the details since a proof 
of (3.5) is given in the next section. 
(2) Assume now that 1 < b<2. Then lu(X)l d(#-’ is unbounded 
unless D,u = 0 on (r. Thus we first show that 
lD”Ulb~ l;ad clflj?*z:’ (3.7) 
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and reduce to the case D,u = 0 on 6. To prove (3.7), we note that 2 - b > 0 
so (3.3) still holds. Differentiating (3.4), and setting xn = 0 gives 
DJA(X, ‘)=(4r)-ni2j;Jp>o (t-~)-(“+~)‘*y~ 
xexp(-lx-yJ2/4(f-t))f(Y)dydz. 
To simplify notation, we now introduce 
G(X, Y)=(t-~)-(~+~“*exp(-Ix-y1*/4(t-T)), 
E,(X, Y, h) = IG(x + h, t, Y) - G(X, Y)l for hE[W” 
&LX Y, ‘I) = KG, t + ~1, Y) - W’, Y)l for ye > 0. 
Thus for x” = h” = 0, we have 
IDAx+h, t)-D&, t)l < (471)-“*F 6 j-,, E,(X, Y, h)(y”)b-ldydz 
( 
E,(-Y Y, h) T (b ~ 2 ‘/*yndy T 
and a similar estimate for IDnu(x, t + s) - Dnu(x, t)l, where xn = 0, q > 0. 
Since IDnuJoia < Rbp’[D,,ulbp ,;o, (3.7) follows from the estimates I rs E,(X, Y, h)(y”)b- ‘dy dz =I, < Clhlb-‘, (3.8a) 0 b’” > 0 
f 
1.i -&(X, y, h) T 
(b~2”2yndvdT=Z4~C(h(b-1, (3.8b) 
0 ),n> 4
I 
II E2(X, Y, q)(yn)b-ldy dT=Z5 < Cq(b-1M2, (3.9a) 0 v”>0 
I 
SI E2(X, Y, q) T(b-2)‘2J’n dy dz = Z6 < CU]‘~- 1)‘2, (3.9b) 0 ,v”>7’/2 
t+rl 
I s G(x, t + Y/, Y)( Y”)~- ‘dy dr = 1, < Cqcb - ‘)‘*, (3.9c) I )“>O t+rl s I G(x, t + q, Y) 7(b-2)‘2yn dy dz = Z, 6 CY+~- lv2. (3.9d) f y” > 7’12 
all of which we prove in the next section. From (3.7) and Lemma 2.3, we 
infer the existence of U E HL- b, n F(7/8) with U = 0 on w, D, U = D, u on g 
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and I UI L-“) < Clfl L*:z’J. Introducing u = u - U reduces the proof to the case 
where u = 0 on o and D,u = 0 on (T. For this case we now show that 
ID,u(X)I Q CF(X”)~-‘, where x” < t’12. (3.10) 
Since D,u = 0 where X” = 0, we infer from (3.4) that 
D,,u(X) = (;)(4~)-“‘~ j’ j- EJX, Y)f( Y) dy dz, 
0 J”>O 
where 
E&Y, Y)=(t-z)-@+2)‘2 exp(-(x’-y’12/4(t-t))E,(x’*, y”, t-z), 
Es(z,~,a)~(z+w)e-“+“‘2~4”~(Z-W)~-’=~”’2’4”~2we-~2’4~, 
SO (3.10) is a consequence of the inequalities 
f 
SI E,(X, Y)(y”)b-2dydz=Z,<C(x”)b-’ where X” < t’12, 0 y”>O 
(3.11a) f ss E,(X, Y) T(~- 2)‘2dy dz = I,, < C(X~)~ - 1 where x” < t’l*, 0 y>o 
(3.11b) 
which are proved in the next section. Finally, we show in the next section 
that 
I 
“u E( X, Y)( y”)b - ‘dy dz = I,, d Ctb” for X” > t”*, (3.12a) 0 .F > 0 
* 
IS E( X, Y) Ttb - 2’/2dy dz = I,, < Ctbl’ for xn > t112, (3.12b) 0 y”>o 
so (3.4) implies that 
[u(X)1 < CFtb’2 for xn > Pi*. (3.13) 
Alternatively (3.13) can be inferred from (3.10) and the maximum principle. 
Combining (3.10) and (3.13) yields IuI < CFdb, so (3.1) again follows from 
(3.2). 
(3) Assume finally that b > 2. Then the standard boundary estimates [2, 
Theorem 3 of Chapter 61 (see also [ 11, Chap. IV]) and the monotonicity 
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give 1~1~ 6 Cjf\~*:~). This inequality allows us to subtract off the boundary 
values, reducing the proof of (3.1) to (3.2). This completes the proof. 1 
By using a linear change of coordinates, we see that Theorem 3.1 remains 
valid when the Laplacian is replaced by any constant coefficient elliptic 
operator. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let a, b, u be as in Theorem 3.1, and let 
L = C,,, =2 p,D; be a constant coefficient elliptic operator. If f = Lu - Dru, 
then (3.1) holds with C depending also on L. 1 
An estimate similar to (3.1) can be made when some non-tangential 
derivative of U, rather than U, is known on 0. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let a, b be non-integers with a> b > 1 and a> 2. Let 
u E HLpb’ n F(i), and let L = C,,, =2 p. D” be a constant coefficient elliptic 
operator. Zf p E R” is a vector with p” > 0 and if M = C ,=, = 1 ,a, D:, then 
(3.14) 
Proof: By virtue of Corollary 3.2, it suffices to show that 
If b > 2, this estimate is a consequence of the usual boundary estimates of 
Solonnikov [ 11, Chap. IV], so we only consider the case 1 < b < 2. Since 
u E Hieb) c Hb, we can use Lemma 2.3 to reduce to the case u = 0 on p, 
MU = 0 on a; moreover we can assume that p is a unit vector and that L is 
the Laplacian. 
With these assumptions, and recalling (3.3), we need only prove that 
[D,u]~-,;,<CF i=l,..., n-l, (3.15a) 
(u>,,, < CF. (3.15b) 
To prove (3.15), we use the representation (see [ll, Chap. IV]) 
.W,=~'j- (W, Y)+fW, Y))f(Y)dydz, 0 y"> 0
where E is as in Theorem 3.1 and 
H(X, Y)= -2p”(4n(t-r))~“~2~o~D,exp(-~x-y*+~s)2/4(t-r))ds 
if t > 5, 
=o if t < T. 
505/63/1-Z 
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We now fix iE { l,..., n-l}, set i=x-y*+ps, and define, for heir”, 
tl>o, 
H&Y, Y,s)=(t-7)- cn+2)/2jnexp(-l~12/4(t+t)), 
H,(X, Y,~)=(1-f)-(“+4)‘2~njiexp(-~~j2/4(t-t)), 
H*(X y, 4 A) = lH,(x + 4 6 y, s)- ff,(X y, XII, 
H&r, Y,s,~)=[(t-7)-~n+4)‘*-(f-7+rj-(H+4)’*] 
x i”l’exp( - li12/4(f - 511, 
H,(X, Y, s, q) = (t - T + q) ~ tn + *q’z[i 
x Cexp(-li12/4(~-~))-exp(-li12/4(~-~+~))1, 
H,(X, Y,s,‘i)=~(t-t)-(“+*)‘“-(r-T+q)-‘n+*)’*] 
xi”exp(-li12/4(f-Z)), 
H&Y, Y,s,rj)=(t-r+rj-‘“+*“*j” 
x C~~~~-1112/~~~-~~~-~~~~-1112/~~f-~+~~1. 
Then (3.15a) follows from 
H,(X, Y, s, h)(~“)~-*ds dy do = I,, < Clhlb-‘, (3.16a) 
O” H2(X, Y, s, h) ~(~-*“*ds dy dz =Z14 6 Clhlb- ‘, (3.16b) 
I 
.6 L>,s, 
cc H&Y, Y, s, yl)(y”)b-2d~dyd~=Z,5<Cq(b--IM2, (3.16~) 
j: jJfl># low 
H3(X, Y,s,TJ)T’~-*)‘*d~dydz=Z,,dCy’~-‘I’*, (3.16d) 
Jziq cy”>o p IH,(x, t+ q, Y, ~)((y”)~-*ds dy dt = I,, d Cq(b-1J/2, (3.17a) 
s:+, jY”>@ Jorn lff,(x, t + ?, y, s)l 7 (b~2)‘2dSdyd7=Z,s~<Crl(b-1)‘2, (3.17b) 
H,(X, Y, s, v)(y”)b-2ds dy dT = I,, d Cqcb- ‘)‘*, (3.17~) 
+*)“ds dy dT= Z20< Crj(b-1)‘2, (3.17d) 
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and (3.15b) follows from 
H,(X, Y, s, yl)(~“)~-~ds dy dz = Z2, < Cqb12, (3.18a) 
(b - 2 ‘12ds dy dz = Z,, < Ctj b’2, (3.18b) 
H,(X, Y, s, v)(y”)b-2ds dy dr = ZT3 < Cqb”, (3.18~) 
H&K y, $2 f?) 7 (b ~ 2’/2ds dy dz = Z24 < Cqbj2, (3.18d) 
*+v 
1 s ZZ,(x, t + q, Y, s)( y”)b’2ds dy dT = Z2* 9 CV/~‘~, (3.18e) I Jfl>O 
t+? 
s s H,(x, t + 11, y, s) -c (b - 2 )12ds dy dr = Zz6 < Cq bi2, (3.18f) I y-,4/2 
As the estimates (3.16), (3.17) and (3.18) are demonstrated in the next sec- 
tion, the proof is complete. 1 
4. INTEGRAL ESTIMATES 
In this section we prove (3.5), (3.8), (3.9), (3.11), (3.12), (3.16), (3.17), 
and (3.18), which are estimates on the integrals 1,-Z,,. To obtain these 
estimates, we make use of the inequalities 
O<e”-eb<e”(a-b) for aBb (4.la) 
7BeCa’< C(a, /3) for all positive M, j?, t. (4.lb) 
We also adopt the convention that an integral over Iwo is equal to one; this 
convention allows us to avoid the consideration of n = 1 as a separate case. 
To prove (3.5), we set 
E0(5, rl, o)=exp(-(5-~)2/4a)-exp(-(~+~)2/40) 
and note that 
OG E(X Y) G (t - r)-“‘2exp( - Ix’-y’(*/4(t - z)) E,(x”, y”, t-z), 
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From this inequality and making the change of variables z’ =x’ - y’, 
a=t--2 we obtain 
I, < 1: u-“‘~ in-, exp( - (z’)~/~D) dz’ lorn Z&(x”, y”, a)(y”)b-2dyn do. 
The R”-’ integral is seen to be C(n) c? 1)‘2, so (3.5a) is reduced to show- 
ing that 
I 00 
1s u - 1’2EO(~n, y”, u)( y”)” - ‘dyn da = I; < C(~)(X~)~ for Y < t’/*, 0 0 
(4.2a) 
Z; 6 C(b) thJ’ for X? 3 P2. 
(4.2b) 
To prove (4.2a) we first substitute z = y”/x” and then t = (x”)~/o, so that 
I; 6 (X”)b p z -3’2 J6”’ E,( 1, z, 4/r) zb- * dz dz = Z;(X”)~. 
Thus to prove (4.2a), we need only verify that the integral Z;’ converges. 
The convergence is proved by using (4.1) to see that 
E,( 1, z, 4/2) Q Cz 3i4e - *14z - ‘I* where z> 2, 
< TZ where zG2, 
< Czz ecrJ4 where z<t, 
<422-b where $<zd2. 
Therefore it is clear that the integral 
5 m E,( 1, z, 4/2) zb- 2dz = Z;l 0 
converges for all positive z. For large 2, we see that 
Z;” < C(b)[z3’4e-T/4 + Te-‘j4 + l] < C(b) 
while for small z, we have 
Z;” < C(b)[z3/4ep’/4 + r] < C(b) 23/4 
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and thus 1; converges, proving (Ha). For (4.2b), we see that 
< C(Xy ja T-~‘~~T= C(b)(~“)~[(x*)~/t)--1f* 
WI% 
= c(b)(x”)b- lf1i2 ;I C(b) tbiZ ift , l/2 L<, xn 
which is (4.2b). Combining (4.2a) with (4.2b) gives (3Sa). 
For (3.5b), we break the integration up into the regions where y” > 2x” 
and y” < 2x”, observing that 2(x - y\ >, y” where y” > 2x”. Therefore, 
126 ( Ll EW, Y) 
7 (6 - 2 “2dy & 
0 (y-r(>2x” 
Now, (4.la) implies that 
1*14 t 
is WW - YI exp( - Ix - y12/4(f - 7)) 0 I?‘~ I\ > 2x” 
x (+7)-(n+2)/27(b- 2)/2dyd7 
and 
EW, YK((t-zP2exp(-Jx-yj2/4(t-q) (4.3) 
implies that 
y< ‘7(b-W(t-Z)-~/2j 
2’2 s exp(-(x’-y’1’/4(t-z))dy’ 0 r%“- 1 
X 
I 
2x” 
exp( - Ix” - y”12/4(t - t)) &” dT 
0 
6 2x” 
= C(n) X” j; 7 (b-2)/2(t-Z)-~/2&. 
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Therefore Z2 < C(n) YZT. Since Z;” clearly converges, we can use a 
homogeneity argument to obtain Zy < C(b) 6-m lJi2, so 
z, 6 C(n, b) xVb- lV2 < C(n, b)(X”)b for xn c t’12. (4.4a) 
On the other hand, (4.3) implies that 
z2< ’ s.i +2)~2(t-~)~n~2exp(-Jx-y~2/4(t-z))dydz 0 UP 
<C(n) j’ T(~ - *‘12dz = C(n, 6) tbi2. (4.4b) 
0 
Combining this equality with (4.4) yields (3Sb). 
We prove (3.8a) by substituting z’ = y’ - x’, z” = y” and breaking the 
integration into the regions where IzI > 4)hj and \zI <4(kl. The mean value 
theorem gives 
E,(X, Y, h) 6 C(n)(t - 2)-‘“+4)/21z) IhJ exp( - JzJ*/S(t - r)) 
in the first region, and clearly Ih - zI 6 5(hj in the second, so 
I, < C(n)lhl j; (t -T)-‘“+4)/2 j Izlbexp(--lz12/8(t--T))dydz 
I4 5 4lhl 
Izjb-l(f-T)-(n+2)/2 exp( - lz12/4(t - t)) dy dT. 
We now use polar coordinates to perform the z integration, and then sub- 
stitute 0 = t-z. Expanding the (r interval of integration to (0, co) and 
setting r = (zJ, we thus obtain 
Z3 < C(n)lhl jam c-(~+~)/~ j4i, rb+n-le-si*o dr do 
+ C(n) jam g-(n+2)/2 9'"' ,.b+n--2,-h dr d,,. 
These integrals are evaluated by reversing the order of integration and then 
substituting 7 = r’/a in the inner integrals. This evaluation gives (3.8a). 
We distinguish two cases for (3.8b). If t < 17(h12, then 
z <2 
4Y s ‘T(b~2)/*(t_T)-(n+2)12 s IYI exp(-ly12/4(t-~))dyd~ 0 R” 
(b-2)‘2(t-~)-1’Zd~=C(b,.)t(b-1)/2~~(b,n)~jlb-’. (4.5) 
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If t > 171h[*, we break up the integration into the regions where r < 161h1* 
and where z > 16lh( ‘. Using the facts that t - t > Ihl* in the first region and 
lyl>4(hl in the second (recall y” > r”*), we obtain 
As before 
q = C(n) [y T(b-2)‘2dz= C(n, b) Ihlb. 
We evaluate Zi by using polar coordinates and then substituting s= 
Iy((f-~)-“~; hence 
The estimates for r4 and Zi give (3.8b) in this case. 
The proof of (3.9a) is like that of (3.8a). We break the integration up 
into regions where IzI > q”* and IzI <q ‘I2 In the first region we apply the .
integral form of the mean value theorem, and in the second we note that 
E2(X, Y, q) < 2G(X, Y). Thus 
I,Gwv~omj ,=,, Jo’ (a+w-(“+4)‘2 
x exp( - Iz[*/~(cs +~q))lzl~-’ d& dz dcr 
+ 2 J-i i;I, < 11,2 a -(n+2)/2 exp( - lz12/4a)lzlhP1 dz da 
(4.6) 
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By changing the order of integration to dz do d& and substituting z = o + EQ 
in I;, we get 
-(n+4’12)~Jb-1 exp( -JzJ2/5r) dz dz 
=C(n)jrn rn+b-2jomT -(II+ 4’/2 exp( - r’/5r) dz dr 
$12 
Moreover 
= C(n) j= rbp4dr= C(n, 6) q’b-3)‘2. 
)+:2 
I;= j"" ,.n+b-2 jx o-(n+2)/2 exp( -r2/4cr) da dr = C(n, b) qcbp 1”2. 
0 0 
The evaluations of r5 and Zi give (3.9a) by virtue of (4.6). 
To prove (3.9b) we distinguish the cases t < 2~ and t > 2~. In the first we 
note that E2(X, Y, q) < 2G(X, Y) so 
z,<2 t SI 
Z(b-*‘/*(t_z)-‘“+*‘l* (zl exp( - Izj’/4(t - 7)) dz dz 
0 R” 
= C(n) j) (b-*)1*(t-Z)-1i2dZ~C(n, ),)q’b-1’/2. (4.7) 
In the second case, we break up the integral: 
The estimate of Zb starts like (4.7) and then uses the fact that t-r > ye: 
d C(n) q-“2 ’ +b-*‘/*&= qn, b) $b-‘)/*. 
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The estimate of 1: starts like that of I; except that we keep the limits of 
integation for z: 
= C(n) rl[; j-; z ‘h~2”2(f-~++El])~3,12exp(-v1/6(t-r+E’1))dZd& 
If we now substitute CJ = q/8(t - r + aq) and extend the range of integration 
on c to (0, CC), it follows that 
Hence (3.9b) follows unon combining these estimates. 
In (3.9c), we substitute G = f - t + q and z = y - x to obtain 
I,= qss CT -‘n+2’/2(~“)h ’ exp( - [z/“/47) & da 0 Z”>O 
f7 
< 
ss 
a-“~+2”2~,-~h-‘exp(-~~/2/4a)dzd~=C(n,6)~’b~’)’2, 
0 08” 
proving (3.9c). 
Similarly 
If t < q, then 
s 
IfV 
&< (t+9’z)-‘/2r(h-~‘/2dt=C(h)(t+~)‘h-”~2~C(h)yl’b-1)/2 
0 
and if t>q, then ,‘h-2’i2<q’h-2”1 SO 
I+V 
1; d fj ‘b - 2’12 I 
(t+?-2)-1’2dz=2rl’b-1’/2, 
, 
In either case, we obtain (3.9d). 
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To prove (3.11a), we first note that E4(X, Y) =0 if x” =0 or y”=O. 
Breaking the integral into integrals over the regions where y” > 2x”, where 
2.x” B y” > ~“12, and where X” > 2y”, we have 
To estimate Ib, we use (4.1) to infer that there is a constant co such that 
&(X, Y) < c,(t - T)-‘“+ 2)/2~n exp( - ( y”)2/5(t - t)), 
so, setting 0 = t - z and z’ = x’ - y’, 2” = y”, we obtain 
c m(n+2”2r”fh-3 exp( -r2/5a) dr da, 
by using polar coordinates as in the proof of [ 13, Theorem 11; therefore 
I$ d c,x(n, b)(x”)h- I. 
For I;, we see that 
I;: < 4 
s.F d zn<2nn(t --z)-“‘+~)‘*(z~)~-~ exp(-(z1’/4(t-z))dzdz. 
This integral is evaluated by first integrating in the z’,..., z* ~ ’ variables and 
then setting (T = t - r and r = zn to obtain 
14 <c(n) lo- 17 aP3i’rb-i exp( -r2/40) dr da. 
This integral is evaluated by reversing the order of integration and sub- 
stituting t = r2/40 in the inner integral, so 
z; d c(n, b)(x”)b- ‘. 
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Finally for &“, we see that 
E,(X, Y)G~,(t-~)-(“+~“~y”exp(-(y”)~/5(t-r)), 
so, setting I = Jx’ - y’J, CJ = t - z, and using polar coordinates in R”- ‘, we 
get 
z; < c,c(n) jam 0 -h + ‘)I2 exp( - (x”)~/~o) 
i 
SL 
x F2 
0 
exp( -r2/40) dr /yn’2(yn)h- ’ dy” do 
0 
= c,c(n, b)(X”y jam 0 -3/2 exp( - (x”)~/%) da = c(n, b)(~“)~- ‘. 
The estimates on Z9, I$, and &” give (3.1 la). 
Inequality (3.1 lb) follows easily by combining the proofs of (3.8b) and 
(3.11a). 
The proofs of (3.12a, b) are the same as those of (4.2b), (4.4)‘, respec- 
tively and will not be repeated. 
Before turning to (3.16) (3.17) and (3.18), we show that the s- 
integration in Z,3-Z26 can be performed explicitly. In I,, and I,, we make 
the substitution z’ = .v’ - p’s - I’, zn = y” and set 
z= (z, z), 
.Z,(Z, t)=exp(-Iz’12/4(t-t))z’, 
J,(Z, I, h) = IJ1(z- h, 7, t) - J*(Z, t)l, 
K,(Z, ,)=(r-7))‘n+2”2exp(-lz12/4(f-~))z1, 
K,(Z, 2, h)= JK,(z-h, 7, t)-K,(Z, t)l. 
Therefore 
= 
>OL 
ff,(X Y, s, h) g(7, Y”) dsdydz n 
= of(l-7)-1,.4)/2j;x g(7, 4'")j 
s R"-1 
.T,(F, t,h) 
x 5 O” (z”+~ns)exp(-(z”+~L”s)2/4(t-7))dsdz’dz”d~ 0 
K,(X, t, h) g(t, z”) dz dz. (4.8) 
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Similarly, we set 
K,(Z, t,q)= [(t-f)~~“f4”2-(f-T+~)-‘~+4~‘2](t-7)Z~]Zi~ 
xexp(-(z12/4(t-z)), 
K4(Z,trY])=(t-7++)-‘n+4)‘ZZn(_7il 
x [exp(-lz1’/4(t-~+q))-exp(-Jz\2/4(t-2))], 
Ks(Z,t,~)=[(t-7)-‘“+2”2-(t-T+rp+*”*]Zn(f-7) 
xexp(-lzJ’/4(t-z)), 
K,(Z, t,~)=(t-7+~)-(n+2)‘2Zn 
x CexP(-lz12/4(~-7+~))--xp(-lz12/4(~-7))1, 
K,(Z, t)=(t-7)-(n+2)‘2znexp(-lz(2/4(t-7)), 
and note that H, ,..,, H,, H,, K, ,..., Kg, K, are all non-negative for q > 0. In 
this way, we infer that 
f ffi iar, >oi; Hj(x, Y, S, Al 1g(7, Y”1 ds dY d7 c 
I 
= 
H Kj(Z, t, q) g(7, Z”) dz d7 for j= 3,4, 5,6, (4.9) 0 Z”>O , 
cc il, ,010 1 Hj(x, f + q, I’, s)l g(z, Y”) ds dv dT .n f = ss IK,(Z, t + r/)1 g(z, 2’) dz dz for j=O, 1. (4.10) 0 ?>O 
To prove (3.16a), we use (4.8) and break the integration into the regions 
where lyJ > 4lhl and where (y( < 4lhl. In the first region we estimate K, via 
the mean value theorem and (4.lb). After using polar coordinates as in 
[13, Theorem 11, we obtain, similarly to (3.8a), 
113 Q44 b, 0 
C 
rn+b-3~-(n+2)12 exp( -r2/80) dr do 
which is (3.16a). 
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We use (4.8) and the estimate jzil < (z] to prove (3.16b) in the same way 
as (3.8b). 
We use (4.9), make the change of variables CJ = t - r, and distinguish the 
cases t < 171 and t > 171 in estimating Zi5. In the first case, we estimate 
(~+tj-(“+~)‘~>O to get 
Z15 < c(p”) ji jom t~-(“+~)~~r”+~-~ exp(r2/40) dr do 
= c(n, b, pL”) tcb- ‘)‘* < c(n, b. ,u”) qcb- 1)‘2. 
When t > 171, we break the integration into the regions where c 6 161 and 
cr > 16~. In the first region we proceed as in the case t d 17~, while in the 
second we use the mean value theorem to obtain 
and then proceed as in (3.9a). In this way we obtain (3.17a). 
We prove (3.17b) in a similar manner. 
The inequalities (3.17c)- (3.17f) are proved by using (4.9) and (4.10) 
and then proceeding as for (3.9a)-(3.9f). 
Finally (3.18at(3.18f) are proved in the same way as (3.17a)-(3.17f). 
5. LOCAL PERTURBATIONS 
We use the notations and assumptions of Corollary 3.2. For Q a second 
order spatial differential operator, (3.1) gives 
(UI’-b%C(IUIb;w+ l(L+Q) ulj;‘-;‘+ IQuI:~--;‘). a (5.1) 
Thus we obtain an estimate on u in terms of (L + Q) u and the restriction 
on u to w provided the last term in (5.1) can be cancelled against the left 
hand side. Clearly if there is a function 4 with d(a) + 0 as tr + 0 and 
lQ~l~2-~2b’~~(~)1~I(-b) 0 for ufzZPb)nF(a), a (5.2) 
then for small c1 we have 
IUl;-b%C(I&,;~+ l(L+Q) Ul:2::‘) for UE ZPb’nF(a) (5 3) u . . 
We now examine when such a 4 exists. Our first result is an immediate 
consequence of (2.2) and (2.3). 
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LEMMA 5.1. Zf b’,<a’, O<a’<a, b’<b, then 
lulL7b)‘<c(a, R) &b’l~(~-b) for ~cH:-~)nF(a). 1 (5.4) 
Proceeding as in [3, Lemma 4.21 gives a compactness result. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let GI E (0, 1) be fixed. Zf b’ 6 a’, 0 < a’ -=c a, and b’ < b, then 
any bounded sequence in HI-” n F(a) has a subsequence which converges 
in Ht;“) . I 
Now we write 
and use the proof of [3, Proposition 4.31 to give sufficient conditions for 
(5.2) to hold. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Suppose that qx E HL2--;) for JaJ G 2 and 
qa 6 Hi:? n H,, qJ0) = 0 for la\ =2, 
4% E H;‘:“’ for Ial = 1. 
(5.5) 
Then (5.2) is valid with some d, satisfying #(a) + 0 as a + 0. Moreover, if Q 
is of order ,< 1, then Q is compact from HL-‘) to H:‘I*~‘. 1 
We also state a corresponding result applicable to oblique derivative 
problems. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let b > 1 and set 
M’= c m,D$ 
lx/ G 1 
Zf m, E Hb- 1(o) for Ial < 1 and m,(O) = 0 for Ia( = 1, then there is a function 
q5 with &a) + 0 as a + 0 such that 
I”(Ulb-I;o~~(a)IUll~b’ for uE HLMb’nF(a). 1 
6. SCHAUDER ESTIMATES 
Let y 2 1 and b >/ y, and let Q c lRnf ’ be a bounded domain with 
%2 E H,. It is not hard to check that H, is invariant under H, changes of 
variables of the form X = 2(x, t), i= t. Thus Hb(932), H,(B52), and Hb(SSZ) 
are all well-defined. 
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THEOREM 6.1. Let a, b, y satisfy 
a, b are non-integers, O<b<a, a>2, b<y, y>l, 
and let Qc IX*+’ be a bounded domain with a!S E 3,. If P is a parabolic 
operator of the form 
P= c p,D;-D, on D (6.1) 
IdI < 2 
with coefficients atisfying 
p E H’2:zh’ OL a for (~11 <2, 
P~EHO for Ia) =2, 
pz E HL2p-d”’ - ‘) for IQI >b, 
then there is a constant c such that, for any u E HIph), 
lu[;b’/cd lulh;9n+ IUIo;Q+ IPU1~~~~;‘<C[ul~-b’. 
(6.2 
(6.3) 
Proof If Bs2 lies in the hyperplane {t = 0 } (or more generally (t = to}), 
then (6.3) is proved just like [3, Theorem 5.11. In general BQ will lie in 
a tinite number of hyperplanes {t = ti}, i= 0, l,..., N, with 0 = to < 
t, < .*. <t,,,. Defining 
Q,={XER:ti<t<t;+,}, f-2) = { XE l2: t < &}, 
we infer from (6.3) in Qi that (6.3) in 52 will be valid if 
Proceeding by induction on i, we may assume that 
and hence (6.4) follows from the fact that 
(6.4) 
and from Lemma 2.1. 1 
A similar estimate is proved for oblique derivative problems by imitating 
[13, Corollary to Theorem 21. 
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THEOREM 6.2. Let a, b, y, Sz, P be as in Theorem 6.1 with b > 1 and let A4 
be an operator of the form 
M= c m,D; on SSZ (6.5) 
lal c 1 
with coefficients satisfying 
m,E Hb- ,(SQ) for Ial < 1, c m,va>O on SQ. (6.6) 
[a( = I 
(The definition of v is given in Lemma 2.6.) Then there is a constant c such 
that 
Note that the constants denoted by c in Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 can, in 
principle, be evaluated in terms of certain quantities related to Q and the 
coefficients of P and M. We now state explicitly which quantities affect the 
values of these constants. It is clear that the numbers a, b, y, and n are 
involved as well as upper bounds on the norms (m,l b _ 1 for [a/ d 1, 
Ip,\~2:~J for ltll 62, Ipal for lcll =2, and If\,, where f comes from the 
definition of ~SZE%~. Also lower bounds on &,=i mzvl (over SG) and 
&,, =z p,<” (over Q and 151 = 1) affect the values of c. Two continuous 
functions (both given implicitly in our hypotheses) also play a role in our 
estimates: ii with ii(O)=0 such that 
IP,(X)-P,(Y)I Gi1(lX- Yl) for ial=2andX, Yin@ 
IPL2:n, < ~‘z’-Lli,(a for 6 > 0 and JaJ > h, 
and c2 with 5*(O) = 0 such that 
If(y, t,)--f(v, tz)< lt,-t,11’2i2(ltl-t21’i’) for Iyl-c~,tO-ct~-ct2<:t+~*. 
I@-W-W(Y)1 GMIX- Yl) for X, Yin D,,( to), 
where f, E, to and D,,,( to) are as in the definition of &2 E F,. 
The final quantities are related to the perturbation arguments in Sec- 
tion 5. In the proof of the estimates, Q is covered by a finite number of sets 
each of which is either a translate of a D&t,) or the image under a well- 
behaved mapping of the intersection of a D,,( to) with the set {x” > O}. 
From this cover, the relevant information is an upper bound on the num- 
ber of sets in the cover and a lower bound for the number E. 
Observe that, if 0 < t < T in Q for some T, then the estimate will depend 
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on T only through the lower bound for E and the number of sets in the 
covering of B described above. If we replace D,,(t,) by a set of the form 
(2% w+‘: IJI <&, to<t<t,+ty2} 
for some q >E, then the estimate will be independent of q. This refined 
estimate can be used in examining asymptotic behaviour of solutions of 
initial boundary value problems (cf. [2, Chap. 63). In particular if 52 is a 
cylindrical domain and if the coeffkients of P and A4 are time-independent, 
then the estimates in this section will depend on a lower bound (but not an 
upper bound) for T. 
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